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Although we know many histories of individual bridges and their construction,
researchers have not examined the development of their relationships in a broader sense to the same depth. This paper captures attitudes towards bridges seen
from a long-term perspective. It outlines how attitudes towards the structures
have changed considerably through the ages. The paper draws from micro studies on bridges and their local societies in six areas. The areas are selected to
show variation in solutions in different geographical and traffic situations, and
the bridges range from large to small and include one never built. Meanwhile,
the periods examined range from when the bridge was first conceived, probably
in the middle ages, until the present day, with materials that follow the general
trend in technological development, from wood to steel to concrete.

Because all of the described bridges are from Denmark, the paper also tells the history of how bridges have been affected by
the country’s particular geographical situations over the centuries. In that light, it describes general trends caused by new
technology, better social economies, and improved public administration.
The micro study discussed herein is based on my research
project, Danish Bridges through the Ages. Some of the project’s
results have already been published in journal articles that will
serve as a basis for chapters in a forthcoming monograph.1

Rationale for the choice of bridges
Bridges have so many different forms, histories, and destinies
that choosing a sample of them is a daunting task. Although a
sample of only six bridges, as in this paper, cannot afford a sufficient overview of all of the different combinations of bridges, a
study using only six bridges can shed light on how a sufficiently
comprehensive study could be designed and executed. Thus,
* Tel: +45 62623617
E-mail address: jorgen.burchardt@mail.dk

the initial study reported herein can be valuable by virtue of its
sketch of universal values.
The bridges were chosen randomly, or at least not deliberately. When I decided to make a comparison between only a few
bridges, published studies on bridges were my first resource.
One of them had examined new aspects of the large Little Belt
Bridge, one of the most iconic bridges in Denmark, which I thus
included in the sample. Another was Fanø Bridge, a unique bridge insofar as it was never built. I was familiar with the bridge’s
planning process from having studied prestressed concrete, a
new material in the 1940s that the engineer behind the plans
had wanted to use.
I decided to undertake the project about bridges at a time
when the COVID-19 pandemic was in full force. Although archives and libraries were closed, digital newspapers were accessible from online archives. When I searched for terms such as
“bridge”, “bridge money”, and “fort”, I received an outstanding
selection of articles. In those articles, four bridges had stories
beginning from their initial construction and spanning throughout their history and were thus added to the sample: Sebbersund Bridge, Halskov Bridge, Åsum Bridge, and Lienlund Bridge.
Are those six bridges representative of the overall landscape
of bridges in Denmark, let alone the world? An overview of
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however, small bridges also need to be in focus, chiefly because
they dominant the landscape of bridges in general.3 Figure 2
shows the distribution of the spans of all bridges in Denmark,
according to which the average bridge in Denmark is approximately 3 m long. Figure 3 shows the same distribution from
another perspective by presenting the total length of each of
those bridges. Even very long bridges do not alter the picture,
for considering the lengths of the bridges overall, the average is
not much more than 10 m. Two of the six bridges in the sample
are close to that length.

Figure 1 shows the year of the construction of the Danish bridges in use
2022. Many old bridges have been replaced but still extensive building
periods can be seen.

existing bridges, including tunnels, still in service in Denmark
can be obtained from the administrative database Danbro
maintained by the Danish Road Directorate. Figure 1 shows the
construction times for all bridges in .2 In the 1800s, many bridges were built out of necessity for the country’s new railways.
The boom in bridges beginning in the 1920s can be attributed to the rise in using concrete to build bridges for the mounting traffic of motorised vehicles. The heyday of bridges in the
1960s and 1970s emerged when many bridges and underpasses were built as part of motorways. Many of the bridges from
more recent decades have been replacements of older bridges
to accommodate the increase in motor traffic. According to my
analysis, the average time of the construction of bridges still in
service in Denmark was 1969–1970. Some of those bridges are
represented among the six chosen in my sample.
To be sure, historians’ research on bridges has primarily focused on large, famous bridges. To paint a representative picture,

Figure 3. Even when the total lengths of bridges are counted, the
small bridges still dominate.

The data also indicate that bridges still in operation in Denmark in connection with railways amount to 2856 of the total
20,258 bridges (14%). Two of the bridges in the sample are
among those bridges.
Last, all of the bridges in the sample are over water. That
circumstance is likely a weakness given my aim to provide a representative sample of bridges, because many of the bridges
listed in Danbro are tunnels or bridges that cross over a road or
railway track.

Literature on bridge planning

Figure 2 shows the length of the Danish bridges anno 2022. The very
small bridges dominate.

Of the many books written on bridge planning, most focus on
large bridges, especially megaprojects, massive infrastructure
projects that usually experience cost overruns and fall short of
the expected benefits. In several books and articles, Bent Flyvbjerg shows how optimism bias fades as projects are delayed
and when the economy runs wild.4 The book Megaprojects and
Risk: An Anatomy of Ambition, written by Flyvbjerg together
with Nils Bruzelius and Werner Rothegatter, illustrates the
problem with three cases: the Channel Tunnel and two bridges-cum-tunnels, one from Denmark to Sweden and the other
between the two main islands of Denmark. The topic is relevant
if it is to be judged by the more than 4000 citations of the book.5
The authors emphasise the ambition of those large projects:
“Infrastructure is the great space shrinker, and power, wealth
and status increasingly belong to those who know how to shrink
space, or know how to benefit from space being shrunk”.6 They
cite Paul Virilio for his mention of the “end of geography” and
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Zygmunt Bauman’s notion of the “Great War of Independence
from Space”.7
I think that many people long ago had the same feeling of
being able to control space when a bridge was built to cross a
river for the first time. Even small bridges can mark progress
for local inhabitants, for the structures allowed them to walk
dry-shod over a stream or creek for the first time. In that light,
this paper also examines the historical dimension of building
bridges and their impact.
Studies on those topics about, and economic history has
especially delivered many enlightening results. In his thesis
Government’s Role for Transport Infrastructure, Björn Hasselgren looks at the Swedish history of planning and making decisions about big projects from 1939 to 2010. He pinpoints technology, economics, and politics as the three essential factors
influencing development, all of which are addressed following
a co-evolutionary approach, while the organisations and firms
involved are viewed according to institutional theory.
One of the Hasselgren’s conclusions is that the differential
strength of those three factors has shifted. For instance, financing principles and policies have changed, such that the economy is a vital element in the planning process, and, in recent
decades, a shift to the principle of social marginal costs has been
involved. In a sense, the various shifts indicate a battlefield between the private and public sectors. In Hasselgren’s discussion
of the contradiction between planning from a centralised public
sector versus a private sector planning mode, called “spontaneous ordering mode”, knowledge about the coordination of work
is shown to have been a vital point. Over time, however, the
state has strengthened its role as owner of the projects. On the
topic of political aspects, Hasselgren discusses the balancing act
that needs to be performed between central and local authorities. As the government has strengthened its role as regulator,
financer, and owner, construction and maintenance have become parts of its service, for both the road and railway system.
Although Hasselgren has expanded the ideas of his thesis in
Transport Infrastructure: In Time, Scale and Scope, that work’s
focus continues to be controversies in financing principles between 1939 and 2010, including from a Hayekian Austrian perspective, though the period is in some respects extended back
to the 1840s. The work showcases the development of transport infrastructure from its initial state, with a transportation
system decoupled and decentralised in its structure, in which
roads and bridges were often built and maintained by local
authorities or farmers. With railways and motorised road traffic,
however, a sea change occurred in modern infrastructure, and
the government came to play a central role.
Although much research on the history of infrastructure has
aimed to distil “lessons for policy makers”,8 another perspective
within the discussion about the development of road transport
has a more actor-oriented explanation than the more normal
macro-economic and macro-social explanations. Lobbying
groups are the central theme in the thesis Den goda vågens
vänner [Friends of the Excellent Road] by Pär Blomkvist. Therein, Blomkvist investigates the advocates for better roads since
1914. One group in particular, Svenska vägföreningen (‘the Swedish Road Association’), was an umbrella organisation established to rally the various groups of advocates around a common
strategy. Blomkvist explains that though the lobbying and interest groups had the same interests, the lobbyists mostly used
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Figure 4 shows the life of the sample’s six bridges together with their
type of construction

unofficial methods of influence. Blomkvist divides the period
under study in two; the first, until 1945, involved making the
road an industrial artefact, while the period afterwards was a
time for large-scale planning.
As the automotive society grew, new groups assumed important roles, especially technicians. As Bruce E. Seely has observed in Building the American Highway System: Engineers as Policy Makers, experts became essential actors in the decision-making process regarding the development of infrastructure. Believing that technology plays an apolitical, neutral role when
societal problems need to be solved, the engineers wanted to
steer society in a more road-friendly direction. Per Østby has
made a similar analysis of the Norwegian car society in Flukten
fra Detroit. Bilens integrasjon i det norske samfunnet (‘Escape
from Detroit: The Car’s Integration into Norwegian Society’). In
Transferring Technology––Shaping Ideology: American Traffic
Engineering and Commercial Interests in the Establishment of
a Swedish Car Society, 1945–1965, Blomkvist examines similar
trends in the distribution of technical knowledge together with
lobbying groups.

Introduction to the bridges
The aim of this paper is to showcase ethnological variations in
bridge infrastructure in only a small sample of bridges. The six
bridges in the sample are indeed quite different, as their aspects shown in the figures reveal. Figure 4 shows that two bridges,
Lienlund and Åsum Bridges, were established as early as the
1500s, both over relatively small streams. Because the bridges

Figure 5 shows the length in m of the stream or strait today.
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Toll bridge or not?

Figure 6 shows the main financing method of the bridges. Red = toll,
Orange = bridge-money, Grey = tax financed.

at Halskov and Sebbersund had to be built over relatively large
inlets, the surrounding communities had to wait for bridges until the technology and/or economy was appropriate. The two
most recently built bridges were planned over wider straits, and
whereas Little Belt Bridge was in fact built, the Fanø Bridge was
merely discussed.
The colours in Figure 4 show the materials used to construct
the bridges. Brown indicates bridges built with wood. Two of
the bridges have different shades of brown to indicate the different types of wood used. Most of the bridges are marked with
multiple colours, because bridges of wood quickly break down
owing to pile worms and rot. They have often been repaired,
and often their restorations have been so comprehensive that
they have been rebuilt more than merely repaired. On that
note, blue indicates bridges with iron or steel, which were often
replaced with bridges cast in concrete. An exception is the steel
bridge in Sebbersund, which was planned as a temporary bridge
but had a longer lifespan than expected.

Today, all the bridges in the sample are free to cross, but such
was not always the case. In Figure 6, red indicate times when
charging a toll was the solution to finance the operation of the
bridges. Payment was introduced for two bridges, Sebbersund
and Halskov, at their very outset. Soon after, the public tax-financed system took over, as shown in grey. The Åsum Bridge
had a particular situation in the mid-1800s when another bridge took over regional traffic. To save the bridge, local businesspeople seized the opportunity to turn the structure’s operation
into a private business.
Orange tell a different story about the financing of bridges
in Denmark. Bridges at those times depended upon user financing, in which local farmers each paid a tax to maintain the bridge. Called “bridge money”, the tax was paid in a certain amount
of grain once per year. More important bridges were financed
by farmers in larger areas. In fact, Åsum Bridge was financed
by farmers from 19 parishes. Its administrative construction
was made possible by an efficient administrative system developed over time and supervised by a central power: the Danish
monarch. The various parishes supporting Åsum Bridge were
situated in several fiefs, whose sheriffs cooperated in making
decisions. Years later, another solution was introduced; because Åsum Bridge was built of wood, each parish was assigned a
specific part of the bridge to maintain. That system functioned
for many years, but when bad times descended for some of the
parishes, the bridge money system was easier to handle for the
administrators.
The explanation for why the more important Åsum Bridge
was established so many years after the less important Lienlund
Bridge is geographic. At Åsum, the very large Odense Creek becomes wide, and the water flows slowly, and a ford had been
established there in centuries past. By contrast, the water flows
strongly in the stream at Lienlund, where a ford was impossible
to establish. Thanks to the short distance between the banks in
Lienlund, a bridge was relatively easy to establish there. Because the few farmers supporting the Lienlund Bridge occasionally had problems with collecting bridge money, the bridge was
abandoned for many years, after which a private solution with a
toll ferry assumed control of the route.
When politicians had planned Little Belt Bridge, they discussed its financing and maintenance costs. A similarly important
bridge, the Limfjord Bridge in Aalborg, had for years been financed with a toll. Because the two bridges were similar and
were thus thought to require the same solution, when most
politicians decided to make crossing Little Belt Bridge free, they
also abolished the toll on the Limfjord Bridge in the name of
equality.

The societal background of each bridge

The ferry - and place for the later bridge - at Lienlund is marked on this
map from 1696. The market town Nakskov is seen in the bottum. The
map has south in the top (Samuel Pufendorf, Royal Library).

Water has often been a boon for transport in Denmark. While
archaeological museums showcase the power of many small
canoes and rowboats, excavations have yielded knowledge
about using even larger vessels. The Viking Ship Museum in
Roskilde exhibits some essential means of transporting goods
and soldiers.
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The Lienlund bridge on the photograph in 2017 was not only a bridge.
It was equiped with high water locks (Danbro).
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Farmers south of the market town of Nakskov had problems
getting to the vital hub and otherwise faced long distances to
the next-closest market towns. For residents south of the town,
wading across the sea from island to island to island to reach
the market town was not a welcome solution. The bridge was
built around 1540 in wood of the traditional official standard.
Despite the effort, Lienlund Bridge was abandoned in 1685, and
the ferry that took over handled the traffic on the route until
1821, when a new bridge was built.
In the 1800s, farmlands enjoyed many improvements created by the construction of dams, which also had important ramifications for the Lienlund Bridge. For one, the area south of
Nakskov developed a powerful, improved economy with more
fertile farmland, which afforded a more sound economy for the
public administration. For another, the many dams enabled the
construction of roads over them. In that way, traffic from some
areas could easily use other connections. Although that action
could have reduced the importance of the Lienlund Bridge, a

However, compared with road transport, using boats was
cumbersome. Watercraft are dependent on the weather, and
ferry workers could not be present at all times year-round. A
bridge, however, could furnish the same service at any time.
As technology, organisation, and economy improved over time,
people became able to build larger bridges, as captured in the
background of the six bridges in the sample.

Lienlund Bridge
The name of Lienlund Bridge derives from the large farm nearby, Lienlund, which the government had allowed to operate
the ferry when a ferry was the sole way of crossing the stream.
Lienlund Bridge is situated on the shallow island of Lolland.
The southern part of the island was underwater for a large portion of the year, and the soil is mostly clay, meaning that the
roads were generally in poor condition. Many of the fords south
of the town of Nakskov were challenging to cross, and many
travellers had to negotiate four or five of them, several of which
were through shallow wetlands. For long periods of the year,
the water was so high that it was impossible to drive over them,
and circuitous detours were often necessary. Brooms were set
up at the fords to mark the ford, where a misstep by any person
or horse could cost them their lives.

The drawing from around 1593 by Braun and Hogenberg shows the
rather new bridge in Åsum (Royal Library).

local drainage project emerged as its salvation. The water from
the drainage was slated for removal, and, in 1898, a new bridge
was built with a new material: concrete. For an additional innovation, the bridge was given sluice gates to keep seawater out
at high tide.
Lienlund Bridge remains in operation to this day. It was
extended with a broader carriageway and cycle path most recently in 1956.

Åsum Bridge
The road to Odense from the eastern part of the island Fyn went through the Åsum Bridge as seen on this map from 1717 (Samlinger til
Fyens historie og topographie 2 bind).

Odense Creek, the largest creek on the island of Fyn, winds close to the island’s central city, Odense, such that traffic coming
from the south and east of Odense had to cross the creek.
One of the most crucial transition points was at Åsum, where
a ford had survived through the centuries. In around 1584, a
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concrete, which has been renovated several times. In 1976, a
new bridge was built and another in 1994. Both bridges were
wider than their predecessors as a means to handle increased
traffic.

Sebbersund Bridge

The red circle shows the place for at bridge that could give the inhabitants west of the inlet Sebbersund a shorter way to the market town
Nibe (map: Hjørring amt syd, 1825; Historisk Atlas).

bridge approximately 28 m long was built. Since then, the bridge has served as an essential point for both local and long-distance transportation. Most heavy transports were on ships,
whereas only local and regional transport took to the road.
Especially during war, Åsum Bridge proved to be pivotal. During
war, heavy transport on the road became essential if the enemy
hindered transport by vessels. For instance, during the war with
Sweden, Swedish and Danish soldiers fought over the bridge in
1659. After Swedish soldiers demolished the bridge, Danish soldiers returned, took timber from nearby houses, and rebuilt the
structure.
Åsum Bridge showcases how bridges have long been gathering points. There, beggars met wealthy travellers on their way

In the case of Sebbersund Bridge, a strait separated extensive
farmland from its connection with the local market town. Following arguments such as “other areas have railways”, the bridge was financed in 1880, and its maintenance began to be paid
by a toll.
The wood bridge was replaced in 1933 by a wider bridge
made of concrete. Although the bridge was in lousy conditi-

When the railway company planned the rails to end north of the marked town Korsør, a new bridge should be replaced by a larger bridge for
railway and road (Videnskabernes Selskab 1772, Royal Library).
The inlet east of Korsør gave a possibility for expanding the harbour.
The bridge needed there fore to be opened for ships.

The actual bridge a Sebbersund in 2018 (Danbro).

into Odense. At the same time, Åsum Bridge was so close to
Odense that traders were enticed to rest there on their way to
the city’s market. In fact, close to the bridge was an unofficial inn. Åsum Bridge was perhaps indirectly involved in creating
one of Danish literature’s best-known stories, H.C. Andersen’s
“The Little Match Girl”, which tells the tale of a girl who is sent
out to beg and is believed to be based on an actual event. H.C.
Andersen’s mother, as a child, has probably been sent out to
beg at a bridge over Odense Creek, presumably Åsum Bridge.
In 1898, the county built a new bridge—this time, a bridge
made of iron. The bridge was later replaced by one made of

on by 1960, local discussions about the connection continued,
namely about whether it should be a bridge or a dam. As a solution, a temporary bridge of steel was built in 1964 that enjoyed
a long life. In 1983, a new connection was opened, and, once
again, Sebbersund Bridge became a concrete structure.

Halskov Bridge
Halskov Bridge has a long and complicated history. The market
town of Korsør was an important hub with a ferry connection to
western Denmark. Its first bridge was built in 1847 so that peop-
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Little Belt Bridge
Throughout history, ferries sailed on the Little Belt between the
island Fyn and the large peninsula Jylland. When the parliament
initially discussed building the first railways in Jylland in 1855,
a member suggested a bridge for the railway. At that time, the
technology was not advanced enough for a long bridge to be
built, and the military did not want a bridge that the German
army could use.
Railways eventually came to be built on both sides of the Little Belt, and the idea remained alive. The state took over the
railway company, and in 1884 the first worked-through plan was
released for a bridge built using a combination of steel and cast
iron. The opposition, among them the politicians in the towns
with ferries, had the majority in the parliament, and the members voted it down.
The Little Belt Bridge was raised 1935 near the shortes distance between Fyn and Jylland.

le from Korsør could easily access their fields in the rather barren area of Halskov. The bridge, paid by toll, was built of wood.
Although a railway company planned rail lines to come from
Copenhagen to the important ferry town of Korsør, the plan
was for the railway to end in Halskov, not in Korsør. The railway,
by contrast, wanted a connection to Korsør, especially a bridge
with rails, while the town itself wanted to expand its harbour
with the possibility to open a passage in the bridge for small
ships. Opened in 1856, the bridge was free, while the former
bridge was abandoned.
When new heavier locomotives raised the need for a stronger bridge and new larger vessels signalled a need for wider
passage, a new bridge in iron covering those wishes was inaugurated in 1883. However, increased traffic, heavier locomotives,

The low water between Fanø and Jylland gave possibilities for a long
bridge. Sanding and locals critics stopped the plan for a bridge (Fanø,
Højkantkort 1840-1899, Historisk Atlas).

In 1899, the railway company released a new plan. The traffic
between the two parts of the country had increased, and the
ferries were a bottleneck when railway wagons often waited a
long time to be transferred. The cheaper steel improved the technology. Still, the opposition in the parliament refused to approve the suggestion.
With traffic continuing to grow, a new plan came to the parliament in 1923. It was still for a railway bridge, but with a ferry
running under it. This ferry should float in the air transferring
four cars at a time—the railway company forecast only 20,000
c in a year.
The plans were changed one more time, and in 1935 a new
bridge was finally erected with provision for both a railway line
and a road for cars.

The Fanø Bridge
The Little Belt Bridgeis still in action, now with companionship of a larger bridge

and larger vessels soon needed an even newer bridge, which
was completed in 1924. That time around, however, many parts
were built in concrete.
The opening and closing of Halskov Bridge were slow, and
when the bridge needed more extensive repairs in the mid1980s, a new bridge was built instead and opened in 1985.

The island Fanø had a connection to Jylland through a ferry.
When bridges were being built around Denmark in the late
1880s, ideas about a bridge to Fanø were discussed. With several bridges being constructed in Denmark, the desire for a bridge rose in strength. Several local organizations published plans,
and the majority of local politicians supported them.
Time passed. The decision on a bridge came very close to approval several times. The arguments were that the bridge would
be an advantage for the market town Esbjerg and the holiday
hotels on Fanø. The inhabitants of Jylland could come to the
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beautiful beaches, and when the time of unemployment came
in the 1930s, arguments on how construction would help the
reduction of unemployment were supplied.
The final decision was never taken. A private bridge was
discussed, but in the 1950s, resistance arose in earnest. The
waters had strong tides, which could cause problems with the
siltation of Esbjerg Harbour. The cars of visitors from abroad
were dominating the roads in Fanø, and many feared an even
greater invasion of outsiders were a bridge to be built. Another
argument against a bridge was the island still retained its old
houses and was one of the last places in Denmark where the
locals wore folk costumes.
In the end, the idea of a bridge or a dam simply disappeared.

The initiators
Beginning in 1572, merchants in Odense wanted a better connection to the large eastern area, as well as to a promised harbour
that never materialised. The Danish monarch granted their wishes and gave the order to locals to prioritise the construction of
a new bridge.
In a similar way, the town of Nakskov played an essential
role in the development of Lienlund Bridge. Especially merchants were interested in good traffic connections with the surrounding farmland. Although the structure’s initiators remain
unknown, in as early as 1540 the lord mayor of Nakskov obtained consent from the Danish crown to construct the bridge.
After that, the city council was responsible for the bridge for
more than 100 years.
When the bridge was erected again in 1821, the situation
had changed. The local owner of Lienlund farm had shifted priority from a ferry to a bridge and obtained 87 barrels of wheat
and three of oats in bridge money from local farmers. Travellers
from other areas paid a toll to cross the bridge as well.
The first initiatives for the Sebbersund Bridge also came from
merchants in a nearby market town, namely Nibe. They gained
support from the area on the other side of the strait, and among
the supporters were powerful farmers who delivered potatoes
to distilleries in the town.
The never-built Fanø Bridge, by comparison, was first initiated by a group of businesspeople from the nearby market
town of Esbjerg who coordinated propaganda together with the
tourist business on the island.
In Korsør, the first two bridges had different initiators. The
first had local landowners as initiators who wanted to drive to
their land on the other side of the strait instead of sail via ferry.
The railway company planned the next bridge to be able to access the harbour in Korsør, and local inhabitants were permitted
to access the railway station and the nearby post office as well.

The transition to public administration
In the oldest periods addressed in the literature, the administration of bridges in Denmark was handled by way of two systems. On the one hand, bridges could be administered by a
person or group with the privilege to run the business and earn
the income from bridge money or toll. That system, followed in
Lienlund, was decentralised but nevertheless based on a central

Figure 7 shows the lifespan of the bridges in Halskov. The actural bridge
will probably be older than the former bridge thanks to an effecient
maintenance policy.

power in which the government, personified in the monarch,
granted the privilege to operate bridges.
In the other system, closer to today’s public system, a democratic local assembly discussed and made decisions about
the administration of bridges. Those decisions were made at
the courthouse of a shire with the sheriff as the essential coordinator. Such a system was used to manage Åsum Bridge for
many years.
That second system gradually shifted. With the introduction of a state-owned primary road system in 1764, the Danish
government decided to construct larger new roads and bridges.
A law in 1794 further centralised its power, although daily administration was in the hands of the local county, which, for the
first many decades, used part-time work from the pool of local
farmers.
Such part-time work was abolished in 1839 and replaced
with a tax. Under the new system, counties gradually took over
responsibility for roads and bridges. The regulations made it
perfectly clear that main roads were the domain of counties. In
the country’s burgeoning but fledgling democratic system, the
process of reshaping the system from a toll- or duty-financed
construction to a free-for-all bridge was discussed.
People involved with a bridge argued that their bridges
should be part of the primary road system. Indeed, such arguments helped Åsum Bridge to gain money from the county for a
new bridge in 1852. However, if a private person administered a
bridge, then the county, since 1855, reserved the right to assume responsibility for the structure if it paid compensation. Such
a solution was imposed upon Lienlund Bridge. In 1857, a person with such privilege requested a high salary that the county
accepted. Nevertheless, the county subsequently demanded
money from local farmers that already paid bridge money and
who were now expected to pay an amount equal to 20 years
of bridge money. After some reductions and compromises, the
owner of the privilege got their requested sum, and the county
assumed control of the bridge.
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First late, the county took responsibility over the Sebbersund
Bridge. Before the handover, the state had forgiven the debt on
the bridge.
By contrast, agreements for the Halskov Bridge were not so
easily reached. The relatively new toll bridge was replaced by
a free bridge, which provoked much discussion between the
town, the railway company, the state, and the county. The bridge was in the middle of a market town, and the county would
not assume official responsibility because the road on the
bridge was not the main road. Although the state made some
compensation, the bridge continued to be administered by the
town.
Last, the state railway company administered Little Belt
Bridge for most years. In political discussions in the Danish Parliament, the solution for supporting the bridge was financing
without a toll. Put differently, the bridge was so important that
the state paid all of the expenses.
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Of course, better ways to reinforce concrete with rebar were
used as well. When Åsum Bridge was rebuilt in 1994, it had only
one span, and piles were rendered unnecessary.
Among other new technology that came into use in the
1950s, one method easily allowed driving piles into the ground.
The bridges built after that time could be built to be quite heavy. The technology thus indirectly influenced the situation of
Åsum Bridge, for when several competing bridges were built,
the bridge at Åsum lost importance.
In a similar case, Little Belt Bridge in a way lost importance
when a new bridge over Little Belt was built. It did not influence
the oldest bridge because the traffic increased dramatically. The
forecast for the year’s traffic drives on a day today on both bridges. The importance of Little Belt Bridge is lowered to handle
the local traffic.
The use of such improved technology had an important
consequence for practical construction. Bridges of wood could
be made by local carpenters and repaired by local farmers, all
of whom used a commonly known technology. When bridges
were built with iron and steel, however, the needed expertise
was in the hands of professional companies. Engineers calculated the necessarily complicated systems based on what they
had learned in university.
The same kind of expertise was needed for the bridges built
with concrete. Although that technology was used so often that
expertise became widely available, smaller bridges were now
able be handled by the engineers employed in a large town or
county. For giant constructions, nationwide technical monitoring was needed from a central organisation: the Road Directorate.
The steadily better technology and organisation of the work
have prolonged the life expectancy of bridges. The development of the Halskov Bridge illustrates that development, as
shown in Figure 7.

Political priorities
The mentions of the Danish word for the Little Belt Bridge shows the
public awareness of the bridge. It culminated in 1935 when the bridge
was inacurated.

New technology
For centuries, the typical bridge in Denmark was built of wood
following relatively simple governmental standardized construction. Two rows of strong poles carried a bridge deck, and
on top were two railings at the sides. The tradition of bridges
built in stone first emerged in the mid-1700s, although none of
the bridges in the sample were built out of stone.
Beginning in the mid-1800s, iron was used to build bridges.
Because steelworks were already producing inexpensive rails,
they were capable of also producing steel for the construction of bridges. Large parts of bridges built in the 1900s were
constructed entirely with steel. Even when the new material
of concrete took over around 1900, steel was included in the
reinforcement of bridges or as part of the opening system, as
evident in the case of Halskov Bridge.

Because politicians need to prioritise scarce resources, relatively expensive bridges are often pieces in an economic puzzle.
Around 1820, a new main road was established across Fyn. It
had a bridge crossing Odense Creek close to Åsum Bridge, which
immediately lost importance as a result. Soon after, when politicians decided to stop financing the bridge, the bridge became
financed by tolls. Even so, politicians maintained influence over
the bridge. The Danish crown even wanted state employees to
cross for free and reserved the right to repair the bridge for the
sake the privileged citizens who refused to maintain the bridge.
Politicians in Odense also became involved in bridges. Despite
having a bridge in the centre of the city, when the roads around
it became overcrowded, they wanted the road from Åsum Bridge to relieve the central bridge.
The financing of bridges has often become a fight between
local and central authorities, which for many years operated
at three levels: the parish, the county, and the state. In Korsør,
however, a fourth actor emerged in the context of Halskov Bridge: the railway company. Starring those four actors, a delicate
play had to be performed when agreements about financing
and maintenance needed to be reached.
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Public attitude
The earliest historical sources on bridges in Denmark are filled
with critical public opinions on the topic of bridges. Nearly all
seem to say, “Dear King: We pay too much for our bridge. It
is rotten and dangerous to pass. Please help us”. At the same
time, because public praise of well-functioning bridges seems
to have been rare, the image of bridges in the public eye has become unduly negative. “Road bridges looked like traps set out
to kill people and animals, and it must be admitted that for that
purpose, they were impeccable” reads one assessment from a
historian in 1888.9 Many such critics have been right. Bridges
made of wood cannot last much more than 20 years before an
extensive repair is necessary, and viewpoints from various periods hailing well-functioning bridges are few.
A lack of criticism can signify a well-functioning system. For
historians, the absence of criticism in sources spanning several
centuries can be interpreted as a sign of satisfaction.
However, the local community was active in its political efforts to keep the Åsum Bridge. When the continued maintenance of the bridge came under threat around 1850, a local political group was formed to continually service the bridge. After
several years of steady work, the group succeeded in its aim to
get the county to pay for a new bridge, and when it was inaugurated, the group celebrated the event with a big party.
As concerns Fanø Bridge, locals on the island who resisted
the plan largely fell into two groups, both of which were conservative and did not want modernisation. One of the groups
was retired sailors from the formerly ship-dominated part of
the island who needed support for one of their key businesses:
the ferry. The other group was a more undefined collection of
romantics who appreciated the island’s identity, with its national costumes and unique style of many preserved buildings. Led
by one of the country’s most known authors, the anti-bridge
movement won the fight after many years of debate.
In the case of Sebbersund Bridge, several positive reviews
were made about the improved conditions for travel. Many children in the area had never been to the market city. Today, transport by car takes half an hour, but in the past, the route involved
a long walk or transport partly by rowboat, and many preferred
to stay at home. The same positive attitudes came from people who relocated to another county, who could now visit old
friends and family on short holidays by way of the new bridge.
An opposite opinion arose in Sebbersund when a modernised bridge was discussed around 1930. Large landowners
around the strait wanted to drain it and construct a dam with
a road instead of the bridge. Local fishers supported the bridge
because, with it, they would be able to continue fishing in the
strait.
Increased traffic with motorised vehicles and many far heavier loads underscored the need for reinforcements, which provided the background for public opinion advocating a broader
bridge at Åsum. Better conditions for pedestrians and cyclists
also urged the broadening of the bridge, and, as a result, Åsum
Bridge was widened in 1970 and again in 1994.
Korsør received many visitors from the important ferry
connection between eastern and western Denmark. Most at
least saw the Halskov Bridge, and many of them were impressed. Although local booksellers once published postcards centred on the bridge, interest waned along with the publishing

of postcards, none of which took the bridge from 1985 on a
postcard.

Conclusion
The small sample of bridges discussed in this paper offers some
clues into the development of bridges through the ages, particularly in Denmark. Although bridges have shown similar development, each bridge has a unique history—even a kind of
personality.
Regarding their common development, all bridges are
brought about by the same conditions, and the technology
available is the same for all bridges in a particular year. As for
their planning, only a few variations in specific technology can
be identified, and the same framework has held.
In all cases, bridges have to fulfil the same purpose: connecting two points in the existing road transport system. For
centuries, the relatively light horse wagon was the standard for
the system and determined the maximum weight that bridges
should support. With the emergence of railways in the 1800s
and motor vehicles since 1900, bridges have been forced to carry heavier weights.
Also for centuries, the initiators of bridges were often businesspeople in the nearest market town, who wanted more customers in their shops. People in the neighbourhood followed
suit, especially prominent farmers who wanted to deliver their
goods fast and cheaply to the nearest big town.
For decades, locals were often involved in the management
of bridges at a very high level. They were responsible when the
wood rotted or when ice had destroyed parts of the bridge. Often, when a bridge was abandoned or a more extensive maintenance project was needed, locals discussed their bridges and
the unpopular argument of paying for work days or paying an
extra tax.
Today, such considerations about bridges have disappeared
in the public debate. Only large bridges are intensively discussed in long-term planning. When bridges are built, people
discuss them only if some extraordinary event occurs that disrupts their daily life.
A difference likely exists between the dominant number of
small bridges and the few bridges of national or regional importance. Those big bridges are expensive and require massive
funding to be constructed. Even before funding is sought, agreements on handling the daily maintenance need to be made.
Several parties are often involved in that process, and their
complicated, prolonged negotiations take time. Big bridges demand a high level of expertise, meaning that highly qualified
specialists in remote companies are often necessary participants in both the planning and the realisation of the projects.
All in all, the process of big bridges is lengthy. In the case of
Little Belt Bridge, it took more than 80 years from the first suggestion in the Parliament until the bridge was finished. Figure 8
shows the proposal for the bridge during the planning period.
The Fanø Bridge had a longer planning period and was never
built.
Each bridge is unique. Even bridges built with the same technology and for the same purpose have specific characteristics. Such uniqueness is akin to personality. Although they lack
a specific will, local actors influence the decisions affecting their
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bridges, and, as a result, bridges take on the personality of the
social forces that determine their fates.
The postcards of Halskov Bridge and the political actions for
Åsum Bridge and against the Fanø Bridge are some eye-catching
incidents in the history of bridges in Denmark. The Lienlund
Bridge got its salvation from the nearby pump station.
Again, there is a difference between periods. Today, most of
the 20,258 bridges in Denmark are anonymous and mundane.
Having lost an engaged public to give them personality, they are
maintained out of routine by remote technicians. Only the minority of the few long bridges sustain public interest.
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Endnotes
1 Burchardt 2022, Burchardt 2021, Burchardt 2019, and Burchardt
2017.
2 Danbro accessed 2022-06-17. Of the total 23,362 elements, 2410
buildings not characterised as bridges are removed through a
manual evaluation of the descriptions of each construction. The
descriptions in the database are on this item of a low quality. Therefore, some non-bridges can be included in the used dataset. Of
the remaining 20,852 bridges, 12,281 of them are dated.
The dating is similarly of a low quality. When the database was
made, the year of construction is often estimated. This is shown by
extraordinary many bridges dates at years 1900, 1920, 1930 and so
forth. The graph shows a trend line over a five years period.
3 E=17,678 of 20,852 bridges.
4 Flyvbjerg 2009 and Flyvbjerg 2013.
5 According Google Scholar. The publisher Cambridge University
Press is more humble with 1122 citations (accessed 2022-09-02).
6 Flyvbjerg, Bruzelius and Rothegatter p. 2.
7 Quoted from ibid. p. 152.
8 Bogart 2020.
9 Fyens Stiftstidende 1888-09-08, p. 1.

